**MINISTRY OF CIVIL SERVICE AFFAIRS**
**AND ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS**
**MAURITIUS**

Fax No: (230) 2129528
201 3815
E-mail: civser@bow.intnet.mu

**Circular Letter No. 15 of 2001**
260/28/01

From: Secretary for Public Service Affairs

To: Supervising Officers i/c Ministries/Departments

**Administrative Reforms**

In the context of Administrative Reforms, half-day seminars are being organised for Principal Assistant Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, officers of the Personnel Cadre, Desk Officers for Reforms and representatives of Trade Unions. The seminars will be held at La Petite Cannelle, Domaine Les Pailles, Port Louis, as indicated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TARGET GROUP</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Principal Assistant Secretaries (57) (Annex A)</td>
<td>Tuesday 12 June 2001</td>
<td>9.00 a.m. to 12.30 hours (Tea Break 10.15 a.m.) (Lunch - 12.30 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Secretaries (69) (Annex B)</td>
<td>Wednesday 13 June 2001</td>
<td>- do -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principal Personnel Officers and Senior Personnel Officers (54) (Annex C)</td>
<td>Thursday 14 June 2001</td>
<td>- do -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PARTICIPATION FORM

Seminar on Administrative Reforms to be held at Domaine les Pailles on

Name of Participant: .................................................................

Designation: .................................................................

Organisation: .................................................................

Tel/Fax: .................................................................

VEG ☐ ❑ NON-VEG ☐ ❑

(Please tick as appropriate)

Date: ................................................................. Signature: ........................................

(please tick as appropriate)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>TARGET GROUP</strong></th>
<th><strong>DATE</strong></th>
<th><strong>TIME</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personnel Officers (46)</td>
<td>Friday 15 June 2001</td>
<td>9.00 a.m. to 12.30 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Annex D)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Tea Break 10.15 a.m.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Lunch - 12.30 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establishment Officers (56)</td>
<td>Monday 18 June 2001</td>
<td>- do -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Annex E)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desk Officers (40)</td>
<td>Wednesday 20 June 2001</td>
<td>- do -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Mr. M. Mahalingam, Adviser, Public Service Reforms, attached to this Ministry will be the Resource person.

2. It would be appreciated if the Desk Officers (including technical grades) of your Ministry/Department as well as the officers whose names are given in the Annexes could be released to attend the seminars.

3. Officers of the Administrative and Personnel Cadres who are also Desk Officers should opt to whether they would attend the sessions to be held for their respective cadres or the session to be held for Desk Officers.

4. The officers concerned are kindly requested to fill in the enclosed participation form which should reach this Ministry (Attn: Mrs. Y. Moorghan, Assistant Secretary) by Friday 08 June 2001.

(D.P. Ruhee)
Secretary for Public Service Affairs

Copy to:
Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Civil Service
ANNEX A

LIST OF PRINCIPAL ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

1. Shok Kwang AH KIM
2. Nimesh RAMSEWAK
3. Krishnaduth LOLLBEEHARRY
4. Nirmala BOODHOO (MRS)
5. Grish Gunraz GUNESH
6. Soopramanien Kandasamy PATHER
7. Narainduth BACHRAZ
8. How Cheey Lan HOW FOK-CHEUNG (MISS)
9. Kan Oye FONG WENG POORUN (MRS)
10. Premila ROY (MRS)
11. Ramesh Chandraduth GOPEE
12. Kwee Fong Khee Fah KONG WIN CHANG (MISS)
13. Ram Prakash RAMLUGUN
14. Jean Maxy SIMONET
15. Nayen Koomar BALLAH
16. Rajeswara DUVA PENTIAH
17. Mobasshir Anwar ZEADALLY
18. Umadat GOPAUL
19. Dheenaneshwar GUKHOOL
20. Asha Devi BURRENCHOBAY-BAROSEE (MRS)
21. Jugdish Dev PHOKEER
22. Geandave GUKHOOL
23. Ram Prakash NOWBUTH
24. Swaminathan RAGEN
25. Mohit DHOORUNDHUR
26. Kalindee BHANJI (MRS)
27. Vishnou GONDEEA
28. Georges Henry JEANNE
29. Abdool Nooranee OOZEER
30. Mreedula Devi BEEHARRY (MRS)
31. Om Kumar DABIDIN
32. Virendra Kumarsingh DABY
33. Iona Melanie OREE (MRS)
34. Chettandeo BHUGUN
35. Maheswaree MADHUB (MISS)
36. Ajay Kumar UTCHANAH
38. Oomaduth JADOO
39. Vidianand LUCHMEEPARSAD
40. Nirmala GOBIN-BHEENICK (MRS)
41. Gowmuttee MAKOONDALL (MRS)
42. Medha GUNPUTH
43. Fareed Azad Iman CHUTTAN
44. Ashis Kumar HOOLASS
45. Motichand SEEBAH
46. Vassoo Allymootoo PUTCHAY
47. Mylavadee MUDALIAR (MRS)
48. Ravi MEETTOOK
49. Debi Chand Anandi Rye SEEWOORUTHUN (MRS)
50. Tamanah APPADU
51. Yanduth GAONJUR
52. Nema Devi GOORAH
53. Rajwantee RAMRUKHEEA (MRS)
54. Roodradeo BHUGWANT
55. Maubarakahmad BOODHUN
56. Amrita CAPERY (MRS)
57. Dalida ALLAGAPEN (MRS)
ANNEX B

LIST OF ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

1. Avenash CUNNIAH
2. Vasant Kumar NAGINLAL MODI
3. Shrimati Leela Devi LUCKHEENARAIN (MRS)
4. Koosiram COONHYE
5. Dhanunjaye GAONEADRY
6. Moheenee NATHOO (MRS)
7. Jayavadee SOOBEN (MRS)
8. Marie Anne Janick JAUNBOCUS (MRS)
9. Nazir SOOBARTY
10. Soduth NEMCHAND
11. Pushpawant BOODHUN
12. Gloria Marie HAYES (MRS)
13. Jaganathan Parasivam RANGAN
14. Narainee GHOORAH-TIROUMALAYCHETTY (MRS)
15. Megavaren VARADEN
16. Poonawadee IYASAWMY-ESSOO (MRS)
17. Mohammad Salim Ferhat JOOMUN
18. Sewah Kumari DOORGAKANT (MRS)
19. Premchand TEELOKU
20. Iswardeo SEEBALUCK
21. Reshad MOOLYE
22. Keerunduth SAMLALL
23. Tej Asha MUDHOO (MRS)
24. Ravi Shankar SONEA
25. Bibi Fatma ABDOOL- RAMAN- AHMED (MRS)
26. Shabina LOTUN (MRS)
27. Jayraj PEEROO
28. Premode NEERUNJUN
29. Prakash BEEKAWOO
30. Leelawant UJOODHA
31. Sarvedi SAMYNADEN (MISS)
32. Sarwansing PURMESSUR
33. Marie Claire Lucie Chantal CORIMBELLY (MISS)
34. Jayraj HAUROO
35. Dhanajay KAWOL
36. Alvina SAMJAWON (MISS)
37. Raj Kishore BUNJUN
38. Marie Joelle Sandrine VALERE (MISS)
39. Jyotsee Roopa DUNPUTH (MRS)
40. Chandanee JHOWRY (MRS)
41. Devendra GOPAUL
42. Zaheba Begum LALLMAHOMED
43. Jeanne LAN HING PO (MRS)
44. Mohummad Shamad AYOOB SAAB
45. Kalleeaneel HEERAMUN-RUDHEE (MRS)
46. Dhanraj CONHYE
47. Navindranath POONYE
48. Jayanty COONJAN (MRS)
49. Satydanand AUJEET
50. Indira PUDARUTH-RUCHAIA (MRS)
51. Sanjay RAMLALLAH
52. Dhanandjay GOOBOODUN
53. Zeenat Kaushar GUNESS (MRS)
54. Kantabye BABAJEE (MISS)
55. Devrani Manorama MATHUR-DABIDIN (MRS)
56. Marie Joseph RAMSAMY
57. Shiek Farhad VYDELINGUM
58. Youdhisteer MUNBODH
59. Prem PIRTHEE
60. Kechan BALGOBIN
61. Gulshan Kiran Raj RAMREKHA
62. Anandee PAWAN (MRS)
63. Bhaye Mohamud Dilzad KURREEMUN
64. Parmanand MAWAH
65. Veersingh BOODHNA
66. Gyaneswaree CALLYCHURN (MISS)
67. Anil FOWDAR
68. Vidia APPADOO (MISS)
69. Tapaswni CHOONY (MRS)
ANNEX C

LIST OF PRINCIPAL PERSONNEL OFFICERS & SENIOR PERSONNEL OFFICERS

PRINCIPAL PERSONNEL OFFICER
1. MARDAMOOTOO, Radhalaksmee Devanayaghy (Mrs)
2. PACIFIQUE, Marie Claudine (Mrs)
3. YEE SIK CHAN, Cheen Young Jacqueline (Mrs)
4. CHADEE, Somnata (Mrs)
5. CHUNG CHAI TSANG, Ah Mee Marlene (Mrs)
6. MODUN Mooktamanee, (Miss)
7. IP HEE WAI Chin Fong, (Mrs)
8. GOVINDEX, Guy Joseph Andre
9. DUKHIRA, Banoomuttee (Mrs)
10. KOA WING, Fok Chow Ho (Mrs)
11. RAMKHIAWON, Yateendranath
12. ROSALIE, Marie Josiane (Mrs)
13. WONG CHAN SEE, Wong Tin Sive (Miss)

SENIOR PERSONNEL OFFICER
1. VEERAPEN, Sadaseeven Pillay
2. MULTRA, Kanan Devi (Mrs)
3. RAMTOHU, Radhakrishna
4. CHAN SHIN LEUNG, Simone
5. GOPAUL, Rajeshwarie Anuradha (Mrs)
6. EDOO, Abdool Majeed
7. NEEWOOR, Parvatee Gowrah (Mrs)
8. LAN PING WING, Lan Kee Chong
9. RAMGOLAM, Yamrawatee (Mrs)
10. SOBARUN, Neermalah (Mrs)
11. COUTET, Marie Jeanine Florence (Mrs)
12. GUNNOO, Jaymala (Miss)
13. BEEHARRY, Vijaykumar Shushila Rani Prabha (Mrs)
14. CHATON, Georges Antonio
15. LOTUN, Abdool Kader
16. LOA WING FAT, Yut Pin (Mrs)
17. LUCHMUN, Sooreklall
18. ARUMUGUM, Ambravadee (Miss)
19. RAMNARAIN, Rajcoomaree (Mrs)
20. PATHAREDDY APPANAH, Megandany (Mrs)
21. SOOKNAH, Goorooochand
22. SIN FAT, Kioune Kow (Mrs)
23. GAYA, Poornawtee (Mrs)
24. HURRY, Kamla Devi (Mrs)
25. BALGOBIN, Chandrika
26. GHAWSS, Rassoolbee (Mrs)
27. RUGGOO, Umabhye (Mrs)
28. BUSAWON, Beebee Fawzia (Mrs)
29. HUET, Marie Danielle (Mrs)
30. GOORNADEN, Selvanaygee (Miss)
31. JOOMUN-SAIRALLY, Bibi Swaleha (Mrs)
32. LI CHING MEE, Sew Yoon (Mrs)
33. THAKOOR, Govind
34. BOODHOO, Rajanan
35. BUNDHOOA, Geeanesswar
36. BENYETT, Ann Shirley (Mrs)
37. LAM HANG, Ng Cioune Pow (Mrs)
38. MOOLNA, Aminah Bibi (Mrs)
39. BUNWAREE, Phoolwantee (Mrs)
40. LOTUN, Roshanara Begum (Mrs)
41. SEWRAJ Mandrekar Dhanrajsing
ANNEX D

LIST OF PERSONNEL OFFICERS

1. LEELODHARRY, Rajan
2. MOHEE, Premila bhye (Mrs)
3. SUDOOLLAH, Beebee Myemoon (Mrs)
4. SEETHANNA, Anundraj
5. KALEECHURN, Beejiante Malla (Mrs)
6. PACKIRY POULLE, Padma Devi (Mrs)
7. LABONNE, Marie Noelle (Mrs)
8. BHUGELOO, Zaffrullah
9. KUREEMUN, Bibi Shah Naz (Mrs)
10. COOCHANAH, Raja Retnon
11. SUNNASY, Rabindranath
12. NAPAUL, Vijayantimala (Mrs)
13. BEEDASSEE, Jayantee Devi (Mrs)
14. JANNOO, Sheik Dawood
15. MALECAUT, Dalida Noella (Mrs)
16. UJOODHA, Vidwanthee
17. JOOMUN, Bibi Swadeka (Miss)
18. TEEPSOO, Seewooduth
19. FOWDAR, Devanand
20. BHEEKOO, Ramesh
21. JURAWON, Abdul Nizam
12. PYNEEANDEE, Lina (Mrs)
13. LAM PING FONG, Lam Miow Khian
14. UMARKHAN, Yousouf Khan
15. SEEWOONARAIN, Devi Ttarkesweree (Mrs)
16. DEERPALSING, Shivrance Devi (Mrs)
17. APPAYA, Latchoomamma (Mrs)
18. BHEEKHARRY, Vicken Kumar
19. NUCKCHADY, Sakoontala (Mrs)
20. HUNG WAI WING, Marie Laurie (Mrs)
21. KINNOO, Nulini Devi (Mrs)
22. TAKOORY, Damyantee (Mrs)
23. SOREEFAN, Bibi Zaheda (Mrs)
24. MAMODE CASSIM, Yasmeen (Mrs)
25. APPADOO, Khimala Devi (Miss)
26. HURREE, Marie Desirée Elizabeth (Mrs)
27. NUNDOOSINGH Bahramsing
28. BISMOHUN, Nahleenee (Mrs)
29. FOWDAR, Wezwantee (Mrs)
30. MOOLOO, Kamini Devi (Mrs)
31. RUCHCHAN, Radha (Mrs)
32. JEEBODHUN, Ishwarlall
33. PHOOLCHAND, Tarasingh
34. PADARUTH, Bhavindranath
35. VYTHILINGUM, Vishwanaden
36. MOTALA, Aisha Bibi Ajum (Mrs)
ANNEX E

LIST OF ESTABLISHMENT OFFICERS

1. RAMCHURN, Vishnoo
2. GUJALU, Margaret Lim Yew Kiow (Mrs)
3. RAMSURNSING, Soobwantee (Mrs)
4. ALLKEN, Jayamanee (Mrs)
5. SOMANAH, Soon Fong (Mrs)
6. SOJAGUEN, Ragini (Mrs)
7. JUGMOHUNSING, Navindsing
8. YARROO, Fakeeroodeen Khan
9. DUGUESSUR, Nayman
10. NUNDOLL, Bhamila Devi (Mrs)
11. RAMA, Ananhow
12. NUNDOLL, Santaram
13. GOWRYDOSS, Sewrany (Mrs)
14. ABUNDHUN, Vijaye Prakash
15. DUVAL, Marthe Rhee Nubie (Mrs)
16. HEERASING, Anuradha Devi (Mrs)
17. JUGROO, Meera Devi (Mrs)
18. JUGROOT-KISTAMAH, Kavita Nirmala (Mrs)
19. ALIBOCUS, Aslam
20. DUNPUTH, Tahen
21. REEGA, Indranee (Mrs)
12. PANCHOO, Subhdra Kumari (Miss)
13. TIRVENGADUM, Devendri (Mrs)
14. RAWOJEE, Devanand
15. AUBEELUCK, Keshwarlall
16. SEERATHUN, Benoy Kumar
17. TACOURI, Meena (Mrs)
18. RAWOTEEA, Kowsallia (Mrs)
19. LACLOCHE, Louis Christian
20. PUDDO, Kumarduth
21. MILLIEN, Sattamah (Mrs)
22. MOHAMED HOSEN, Mohamad Iqbal
23. SOHUN, Pusmawtee (Mrs)
24. AUCHOYBUR, Nasim (Mrs)
25. AUCKBURALLY, Aboo Swaleh
26. PATHEL, Bibi Rooksana (Mrs)
27. LABLANCHE, Marie Lourdes Jeannine (Mrs)
28. MAGALINGA PATTEN, Thrimoorthy
29. SOCKALINGUM, Somavadee (Miss)
30. KURRIMBUX, Reez Ahmad
31. GANGARAM, Mukesh
32. BAHAJ, Pardoomun
33. VERNY, Jean Carol Bruno
34. WAN AH FAT, Shin King
35. MOHIT-JULIETTE, Shreeneemattee (Mrs)
36. ISMAEL, Hodabee (Mrs)
47. MANOHUR, Chandradev
48. RAMKHELAWON, Premajit
49. LOBIND, Anitah (Mrs)
50. CHEUNG HI YUEN, Linda Tang Chow Siong (Mrs)
51. KORLAPU BUNGAREE, Rudramba Devi (Mrs)
52. JANMAHAMOD, Shirine (Mrs)
53. CHATOO, Manoj
54. SEEBARRUTH, Jagdeep
55. RAMBURN, Mado
56. KARUPUDAYYAN, Saradamany (Mrs)